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ABSTRACT
Distributed dataset synchronization, or Sync in short, plays the
role of a transport service in the Named Data Networking (NDN)
architecture. A number of NDN Sync protocols have been devel-
oped over the last decade. In this paper, we conduct a systematic
examination of NDN Sync protocol designs, identify common de-
sign patterns, reveal insights behind different design approaches,
and collect lessons learned over the years. We show that (i) each
Sync protocol can be characterized by its design decisions on three
basic components – dataset namespace representation, namespace
encoding for sharing, and change notification mechanism, and (ii)
two or three types of choices have been observed for each design
component. Through analysis and experimental evaluation, we re-
veal how different design choices influence the latency, reliability,
overhead, and security of dataset synchronization. We also discuss
the relationship between transport and application naming, the
implications of namespace encoding for Sync group scalability, and
the fundamental reason behind the need for Sync Interest multicast.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Most people in the ICN community are familiar with Named Data
Networking (NDN)’s basic network communicationmodel of Interest-
Data exchanges, which has been documented in numerous publica-
tions [4, 56]. However, a comprehensive overview of NDN transport
service is missing. This paper aims to fill that void.
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The transport services in the NDN architecture differ from that
in the TCP/IP architecture in fundamental ways due to two reasons.
First, as we explain in §2, NDN moves the three basic functions
provided by the transport layer in today’s IP network, namely
demultiplexing, reliable data delivery, and congestion control, out
of transport and into proper places in the NDN protocol stack.
Second, different from today’s common practice where distributed
applications rendezvous at centralized servers through point-to-
point transport service, NDN enables entities running distributed
applications to communicate directly by enabling them to fetch
desired data using applications layer names at the network layer.
That is, NDN needs a new type of multiparty transport service
that can enable a group of distributed entities to communicate in a
secure, resilient, and reliable way.

The new NDN transport service that emerged from the last ten
plus years of NDN experimental research is the namespace synchro-
nization of shared datasets among a group of distributed entities.
A variety of NDN Sync protocols, as summarized in a survey [31],
have been developed, and the design approaches have evolved over
the years. This SoK paper aims to provide a systematic examination
of all the existing NDN Sync protocol designs, collect the lessons
learned from different design choices, and identify remaining is-
sues and future research directions. We start with a clarification
on the role of Sync in the NDN protocol stack (§2), then proceed
with identifying the major components in a Sync protocol (§3). We
illustrate the impact of different design choices through case studies
of five representative Sync protocol designs (§4), then step up a
level to compare and contrast the different design decisions made
by different protocols, and validate our analysis with comparative
evaluation results (§5).

From the above exercise we learn that every Sync protocol faces
three basic design decisions: how to represent the dataset names-
pace containing data produced by all participants, how to encode
the dataset namespace in communication, and how to disseminate
dataset state changes effectively and efficiently1. We discover that
a few design patterns are shared among all the Sync protocols (§4),
and reveal the necessity of multicasting Sync Interests and the con-
straint in its use. Using both analysis and experimental evaluation,
we show how different design choices influence the latency, reliabil-
ity, overhead, and security in dataset synchronization. We wrap up
the paper with discussions on the relationship between transport
and application naming, the implications of namespace encoding
for Sync protocol scalability (§6), and a few related research areas
(§7), followed by the conclusion and future work (§8).

1Throughout this paper we treat dataset namespace, dataset namespace state, and
dataset state as exchangeable terms.
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2 THE ROLE OF SYNC IN NDN
Generally speaking, transport services bridge the gap between
the services that the network layer provides and the services that
applications desire. Today’s transport protocols, as exemplified
by TCP, convert IP’s point-to-point datagram service to reliable
byte stream delivery between two application processes, which are
identified by a pair of IP addresses and transport port numbers.
TCP provides three basic functions:
(1) demultiplexing incoming IP packets to different application pro-

cesses;
(2) performing network congestion control2; and
(3) providing reliable byte stream delivery.
However, to support distributed applications, using TCP’s point-to-
point connections for multiparty communication requires setting
up𝑛×𝑛 TCP connectionswhich is complex and inefficient. Although
a few UDP-based reliable multicast protocols, such as NORM [3],
have been developed, we note that IP multicast pushes all packets
sent to a multicast address to all group members simultaneously,
which can be problematic in scenarios where different members
may have different resource constraints, consequently some may
prefer to get specific subsets of the data first. A more commonly
adopted approach is to build a middleware overlay to connect all
participants in a distributed applications [27, 43], avoiding the cost
of 𝑛 × 𝑛 TCP connections by paying the complexity of setting up
and maintaining the overlay, together with increased vulnerability
due to the overlay failure.

In an NDN network, the network layer fetches named data
chunks. These data chunks carry semantic names that uniquely
identify their content, together with cryptographic signatures that
bind the names to the content. From NDN’s perspective,
(1) NDN uses names for demultiplexing across all protocol layers,

thus it does not need additional information from transport
header for demultiplexing;

(2)NDN moves network congestion control to the network layer
where it belongs [47, 49, 55]; and

(3) as a data-fetching protocol, NDN enables individual data con-
sumers to pick and choose which data piece to fetch and when.

Although NDN’s data-centric model facilitates multiparty commu-
nication by letting individual participants request desired data, the
participants still need to learn the names of all newly produced data
by others as soon as possible, so that they can retrieve it promptly
if needed by applications.

We identified distributed dataset namespace synchronization, or
Sync, as a basic service to provide reliable synchronization of the
names of the shared dataset in an application group, dubbed Sync
group. Sync has been used as transport service for a number of NDN
applications such as a chatroom app [6], a network routing proto-
col [53], a network management framework [37], and a pub/sub
implementation [30].

As a transport layer service running on top of NDN’s Interest-
Data exchange, Sync offers unique advantages in supporting het-
erogeneous receivers and diverse data reliability requirements. An
important lesson learned from TCP is that all applications desire

2Congestion control was not part of the TCP’s original functions [45], but was added
later to mitigate the Internet congestion meltdown through utilizing TCP’s end-to-end
feedback loop [21].

communication reliability to certain degree, but their definitions of
reliability can vary. Based on this lesson, the role of NDN Sync is
to synchronize the dataset namespace (the collection of data item
names in the dataset) among all members in a Sync group. Having
learned the published data names, each member can then decide on
its own whether and when to retrieve all or some of the data items
based on the application’s need as well as local resource constraints.

3 THE DESIGN OF NDN SYNC PROTOCOL
This section first presents our view on the Sync protocol design
goals and non-goals, and then identifies the major components that
make up a Sync protocol.

3.1 Sync Protocol Design Goals
One common need for distributed applications is group member-
ship management, which we believe is best handled by applications,
as only applications have the necessary knowledge to determine
whether a specific user should/not be accepted into a group. Assum-
ing all group members possess proper identities and certificates,
Sync provides the means for them to participate in group commu-
nication effectively and efficiently. The design goals below reflect
general observations on applications needs.
Reliable dataset namespace Sync: This requirement denotes the
protocol’s ability to deliver all updates of dataset namespace to all
the Sync participants. In the absence of permanent network parti-
tion, all participants should eventually learn all the data names in
the shared dataset.

Low synchronization latency: To make distributed applications
perform well, Sync must inform all participants promptly of the
shared dataset state changes to meet the low-latency requirement
of applications such as online games or conference calls.

Resilient performance: Network environments can range from
stable infrastructure networks with a low loss rate at one end of
spectrum to ad-hoc wireless networks with intermittent connec-
tivity at the other end. To provide a general transport service, a
Sync protocol should work well across the whole spectrum.

3.2 Components in Sync Protocol Design
The Sync protocol development efforts identified three basic design
components early on. First, one needs to define a representation of
the shared dataset’s namespace (dataset namespace representation).
Second, one needs an efficient way to encode the dataset namespace
in a defined data structure to transmit over the network (namespace
encoding). Third, one needs to promptly propagate the changes
of the shared dataset namespace (state change notification). We
illustrate each design component below.
Namespace Representation: The design of the namespace rep-
resentation starts with considering the namespace for application-
produced data items. We observe two approaches to the dataset
namespace representation. The first one uses the application data
names directly. Thus the Sync namespace representation is simply
a collection of the names of all the data items that have been pro-
duced in the shared dataset. The second approach assumes that
data items generated by each producer 𝑃 is named sequentially,
which can be represented by a pair of [producer name, seq#], thus
the namespace of the entire shared dataset consists of a list of
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[producer name, seq#]-pairs, one for each participant. We discuss
the implications of each of the two approaches in §6.1.

Dataset State Encoding: The goal of state encoding is to convert
the shared dataset namespace representation into a compact form
for transmission over potentially lossy networks. As we discuss
in §6.1, the efficiency of state encoding solutions is directly tied
to the dataset namespace representation, and different solutions
lead to different design tradeoffs.

Dataset State Change Notification: Since participants fetchData
by names, it is Sync’s responsibility to inform all the participants
in a Sync group of data production updates as soon as possible.
For Sync to work, however, participants in a group must be able to
learn the namespace updates without having to name individual
participants. Therefore, information about new dataset state needs
to be carried using multicast Sync Interest packets to the Sync
group.
Up to now, we have observed two uses of Sync Interest multicast.
The first one lets every participant pull new data productions
from the group by multicasting a Sync Interest to the group and
receiving new changes in reply Data packets (Sync Replies). The
second approach lets data producers notify all the others in the
group by directly including state update information in each Sync
Interest, which one does not need to send a data reply.

The need for using Sync Interest multicast deserves further elab-
oration. NDN is designed with built-in multicast delivery of Data
packets by forwarding Interest packets, guided by router FIBs, to-
wards the desired Data direction and merging Interests carrying the
same request. Interest multicast differs from Data multicast. While
multicast data delivery is inherently supported by NDN’s network
layer, Sync Interest multicast requires multicast routing support to
forward Interests to all the participant in a Sync group. We discuss
the necessity of Interest multicast in §6.3.

4 SYNC PROTOCOL DESIGN: CASE STUDIES
More than ten different NDN Sync protocol designs have been de-
veloped over the years [31], with later ones improving upon the
lessons learned from previous designs. In this section, we examine
various design choices made during the evolution of Sync, as ob-
served in five representative Sync protocols (ChronoSync, iSync,
PSync, syncps, and SVS), and validate our analysis with evaluation
results. We make the comparison in the context of a general use
case, looking at metrics such as the synchronization latency and
network traffic overhead.

Below we first describe our evaluation setting for all the ex-
periments. Although some of the experiment parameters will be
introduced later in the paper, the following summary of evaluation
parameter settings aims to offer the reader a convenient place to
find all the relevant information in interpreting the evaluation re-
sults. We choose Mini-NDN [28] as our evaluation environment
and emulate the topology of the GÉANT research network [18]
with 45 nodes; each link has unlimited bandwidth and a 10msec
propagation delay. In each experiment run, we randomly select 20
nodes to be participants in a Sync group. Our evaluation uses this
relatively small group size to illustrate the differences between dif-
ferent Sync protocol design choices; we discuss the impact of Sync
group sizes in §6.2. To observe each Sync protocol’s performance

under different conditions, we vary the loss rate of each link from
zero to 20%, and the publishing rate of each Sync group members
from 1 data item every 15 seconds to 2 data items per second (in
the evaluation plots, the X-axis indicates the data publication rate
of the entire group).

We experimentedwith setting the Sync Interest lifetime of Chrono-
Sync, PSync, and syncps, the Sync protocols that deploy long-lived
Sync Interests, to 1sec, 4sec and 10sec; the results reported in this
paper use 1sec as Sync Interest Lifetime. For other configurable
parameters such as various timer values, data freshness periods, IBF
size etc., we use the suggested default configuration values in indi-
vidual protocols’ implementations. The evaluation results include
i) Sync latency: the time period between a data item’s generation
time and the time its notification reaches another member; per-
centiles for individual values are calculated and reported; ii) Sync
protocol overhead: for each published data item, the summation
of the number of Sync Interest and reply Data packets received
at every NDN forwarder including all end nodes; and iii) reliabil-
ity: the percentage of participants which received new publication
notifications. Error bars in the figures denote the 95% confidence
interval from 10 runs of every emulation setting.

4.1 Encoding Dataset Namespace by Digest
The first Sync protocol, CCNx Sync [46], assumes that the dataset
namespace forms a hierarchical name-tree. It computes a digest
at each node on the tree from the bottom layer up, and uses the
root digest to represent the entire dataset state. ChronoSync [58],
the second Sync protocol design and the first one being used by
actual applications, takes the same approach of using a digest to
to represent the dataset state. ChronoSync is the first one to use
sequential naming convention described in §3.2, thus its dataset
namespace is a list of [producer name, seq#] instead of a name-
tree. ChronoSync encodes the state by computing a cryptographic
hash over the list to create the state digest. Each participant 𝑃 then
multicasts a Sync Interest 𝐼 which carries its state digest, which
informs others in the same Sync group of 𝑃 ’s dataset state, and
serves as a request for new data produced by other group members.
With a goal of fetching next data item as soon as possible while
its production time is unpredictable, each group member keeps a
pending Sync Interest at each of all other members. We call such
Sync Interests long-lived Interest, which keep persistent PIT entry at
every router between every pair of the group members, waiting for
next new data item. Under stable conditions where all participants
have a synchronized dataset state, they send identical Sync interests
which are aggregated at routers. The example in Fig.1 shows that
the Sync interests from participants P3 and P5 are aggregated at
router R2, and only one is forwarded to P1. In the absence of replies,
each 𝑃 sends Sync Interests periodically (ie., Sync period), with a
random delay jitter between 100-500msec,

In Fig. 1a, participant 𝑃1 multicasts a Sync Interest 𝐼𝑃1 carrying
its state digest. Each receiver of 𝐼𝑃1 compares the state digest in
𝐼𝑃1 with its local value. If the two are identical, the receiver and 𝑃1
have the same dataset state, and the receiver will keep 𝐼𝑃1 pending
locally. When 𝑃3 produces a new data item, it puts the data in
an NDN Data packet and sends it as a reply to the pending 𝐼𝑃1.
𝑃3 also recomputes its state digest, and immediately sends a new
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Figure 1: Simultaneous publication issues.
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Figure 2: Sync latency of ChronoSync.

Sync interest 𝐼𝑃3 containing its new state digest. In the absence of
packet losses, 𝑃3’s reply reaches all others in the Sync group. If 𝑃5
publishes new data after both P3’s reply to 𝐼𝑃1 and its new Sync
interest have been received by everyone in the group, 𝑃5’s new
data will also be successfully received by the whole group.

When an incoming state digest differs from the local value, the
receiver is informed of being out of sync with someone, but the
digest does not tell the exact namespace differences. ChronoSync
lets each participant 𝑃 maintain a log of recent digests, when a
received state digest 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑐 differs, 𝑃 checks 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑐 against it digest
log. If 𝑃 finds 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑐 in the log, an indication that 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑐 ’s sender lags
behind, 𝑃 will send a reply with its current dataset state; if not, 𝑃
waits for a random time period for potential incoming Sync replies
with a newly produced data item and resolve its puzzle. If no reply
is received in time, 𝑃 multicasts a recovery Interest carrying 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑐 ,
hoping the sender of 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑐 , or whoever has 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑐 , can reply with its
full dataset state.

One cause for unrecognized state digests is packet losses, e.g.
𝑃1 fails to receive 𝑃3’s new data item but receives 𝑃3’s new Sync
Interest, which informs 𝑃1 of a state change but cannot tell 𝑃1what
update it misses. Another cause is simultaneous data publishing.
NDN’s flow balance principle states that one Interest retrieves one
Data packet. Fig. 1a shows that, if P3 and P5 in the same Sync group
produce new data and respond to the same pending Sync Interest
simultaneously, R2 forwards one reply and drops the other. Again
𝑃1 will be unaware of the missing publication until it receives a
Sync Interest with an unrecognized state digest. In all cases, it will
take time for all participants to reach synchronized dataset state
again.

Fig. 2 shows ChronoSync’s performance measured by the group
synchronization delay. In the absence of packet losses, ChronoSync
performs well at low publication rate; as publishing rate increases,
simultaneous publications become more likely, which lead to un-
recognizable state digests, hence additional latency in resolution.
Compounding simultaneous publications with packet losses further
deteriorates performance.
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...Collection IBF
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Data Collection

Collection IBF
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Collection IBF

Digest
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Collection IBFDigest

Figure 3: iSync’s Multi-Level IBF Structure

4.2 Encoding Dataset Namespace by IBF
The lessons learned from ChronoSync suggest that, to quickly rec-
oncile dataset namespace change, each Sync Interest should carry
information to help infer the exact differences. A few followup
protocols explored the use of Invertible Bloom Filter (IBF) [13] for
this purpose. IBF is a probabilistic and space-efficient encoding for
datasets that allows membership queries and set difference calcu-
lation. Encoding a dataset namespace in IBF and carrying it in a
Sync Interest 𝐼 enables each recipient 𝑅 of 𝐼 to calculate the state
difference between itself and 𝐼 ’s sender. More specifically, when 𝑅

receives an IBF (𝑓1) that differs from its local IBF (𝑓2), 𝑅 can extract
the elements corresponding to 𝑓2 -𝑓1, i.e., elements encoded in 𝑓2
but not in 𝑓1. Note that a data name needs to first be hashed into a
number and inserted into the IBF. Since this hashing is one-way, 𝑅
can infer the names it has that 𝐼 ’s sender does not, but cannot infer
what name(s) are missing in 𝑅’s local dataset namespace. Below we
examine three IBF-based Sync protocols: iSync, syncps, and PSync.

4.2.1 Supporting Application Names by Hierarchical IBF. The iSync
protocol [15] was first to use IBF. Its dataset namespace is a collec-
tion of all application data names. To accommodate large datasets,
iSync uses a 2-level structure to encode the dataset namespace as
shown in Fig. 3. iSync first divides the whole dataset’s publications
into multiple collections, with each collection encoding its publica-
tion names in a Collection IBF. The individual collection IBFs are
then grouped together to be encoded in a top level Sync IBF. iSync
then computes the digest of the Sync IBF to be carried in multicast
Sync Interests.

Similar to ChronoSync, iSync multicasts Sync Interests carrying
the digest of the dataset state. However, a fundamental difference
between the two is that iSync’s Sync Interests do not solicit reply;
they serve the purpose of dataset state notification only; i.e. iSync
does not use long-lived Interests. Assuming a Sync group of three
members, Alice, Bob, and Cathy. When Alice multicasts a Sync
Interests 𝐼𝐴 ,
(1) If Bob detects a difference between the received digest in 𝐼𝐴 and

its local digest, Bob fetches the IBF from Alice. 3
(2)When Bob receives the returned data packet𝐷 containingAlice’s

Sync IBF, from which Bob can identify the Collection IBF(s) that
differs from its own, and retrieves the corresponding Collection
IBF 𝐶𝑟 from 𝐷’s sender to compute the set differences between
𝐶𝑟 and its local one.4

(3) Bob then sends an Interest carrying the set difference from the
last step to retrieve the missing data names.

3This statement is copied from [15], which did not specify whether Bob unicasts,
or multicasts, an Interest to fetch the IBF. Retrieving the IBF from Alice requires 𝐼𝐴
including its sender information.
4This requires Data packet 𝐷 contains its sender information.
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Note that in the above steps, Bob retrieves information from a
specific node. Therefore if Cathy sends a Sync interest around the
same time as Alice with a different digest, Bob can carry out the
dataset reconciliation with Cathy in parallel, enabling iSync to
support simultaneous publications.

iSync’s original implementation in CCNx no longer works, thus
we are unable to run evaluation as we do with other Sync protocols.
We note that iSync’s design choice of support synchronization of
arbitrary application data names implies that a growing dataset
requires an increasing IBF size. iSync’s 2-level IBF hierarchy could
be extended to more levels to handle larger dataset namespace,
which would also add additional complexity and round trip delays
to the dataset reconciliation process. Two other protocols based on
IBF, syncps and PSync, address the dataset namespace scalability
in different ways as we explain below.

4.2.2 Limiting Synchronization Time. syncps [37] supports appli-
cation data names and encodes the dataset namespace in an IBF
similar to iSync. Different from iSync, whose Sync Interests carry
the digest of dataset IBF and retrieves the IBF by sending Interests
for data packets, syncps directly appends the dataset IBF to the
end of each Sync Interest’s name, and multicasts the Interest to the
group. However, the size of an Interest packet is limited by network
MTU size because NDN Interest packets cannot be fragmented [5],
syncps keeps the IBF size under control by removing data names
from the dataset after a predefined lifetime.

A participant 𝑃 receiving a Sync Interest computes the dataset
difference between the local and received IBFs. If the two are identi-
cal, 𝑃 does nothing. That is, syncps also deploys long-lived Interest
as ChronoSync: in the absence of new data generation, every group
member refreshes its Sync Interest periodically. If 𝑃 detects that
the Interest sender misses some data items that 𝑃 has, 𝑃 sends a
Sync reply, a data packet, that contains all the missing data items, if
the resulting packet size is within the limitation of network MTU;
otherwise some data items need to wait for next Sync Interest to be
transmitted. Different from other Sync protocols which synchro-
nize dataset namespace, syncps synchronizes the dataset directly
– this approach can work well in scenarios where all participants
desire all produced data, and all new data items can fit in a single
data packet.5

Thanks to its use of IBF in namespace encoding, syncps signifi-
cantly improves the Sync latency as compared to ChronoSync: with
7 data items per sec and without losses, syncps’ 90-percentile Sync
latency is around 0.1sec while the same measure for ChronoSync
is almost 1sec. 6 However, since syncps multicasts Sync Interests
to solicit dataset changes as ChronoSync does, it suffers from simi-
lar issues in handling simultaneous publications and packet losses
(§4.1). Worse yet, if the recovery from simultaneous publications or
packet losses takes longer than the predefined data item lifetime,
some data items may have been removed from the dataset before

5There is a discrepancy in Sync delay definition between syncps and other Sync
protocols: the former synchronizes the dataset while the latter dataset namespace. To
minimize the impact of this discrepancy, our evaluations assume that data item sizes
are small enough to fit all newly produced data items into a single Sync reply.
6Unlike syncps, ChronoSync’s design includes a random delay jitter to prevent ex-
cessive Sync Interests; to allow for a direct comparison of the protocols, we disabled
ChronoSync’s delay jitter in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Sync latency and reliability using syncps.

being propagated. As a result, syncps does not guarantee reliable
dataset synchronization.

Our evaluation results shown in Fig. 4 confirm that the per-
centage of data items received by all participants decreases with
increasing publication rate. While increasing the data lifetime from
the default of 2sec might mitigate some losses, this requires an
increase in the size of the IBF, or otherwise risks an increasing rate
of false positive IBF lookups.

4.2.3 Encoding Sequential Names in IBF. The PSync [57] protocol
supports two modes of operation: partial sync and full sync. Here
we focus on the latter which supports the same dataset namespace
synchronization in a group as the other Sync protocols do.

To address the dataset namespace scalability issue, PSync adopts
the sequential naming convention. It encodes the list of data names,
i.e., /producer-name/latest-seq, in an IBF and carries the IBF in a
Sync Interest name as syncps does. Encoding dataset state in IBF
allows a PSync participant 𝑃 to identify the data names it has but
the sender of a received Sync Interest 𝐼 does not. In this case, 𝑃
sends a Sync Reply to 𝐼 containing those data names, instead of
directly putting the data in the Sync Reply as syncps does.

The high level operations in PSync are similar to those in Chrono-
Sync as shown in Fig. 1a. The adoption of IBF enables PSync to
identify state changes more quickly than ChronoSync. The adop-
tion of the sequential naming convention enables it to scale well
with the number of total data items, enabling it to encode the entire
dataset namespace in an IBF and avoid the namespace scaling issues
faced by iSync and syncps, ensuring reliable dataset state synchro-
nization under all the evaluated conditions. However, PSync also
multicasts Sync Interests to solicit state changes from anyone in
the group using long-lived Interests, which bring costs to network
routers and impair the performance when simultaneous publica-
tions and packet losses increase, as shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore,
PSync’s use of IBF also introduces an upper bound with regard to
the number of data producers, which we discuss in §6.2.

4.3 Using Dataset State Representation Directly
Carrying an IBF in a Sync Interest 𝐼𝐼𝐵𝐹 allow senders and receivers
of 𝐼𝐼𝐵𝐹 to identify and reconcile differences between them as long
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Figure 5: Sync latency of PSync.

as the differences are within the IBF’s encoding limit; otherwise
multiple exchanges are needed to resolve the difference. In dynamic
mobile environments, the dataset among participants may diverge
significantly, multiple exchanges may also be infeasible with ad-hoc
encounters.

State Vector Sync (SVS) [29] takes a rather different state en-
coding approach. Its design adopts the sequential data naming
convention, and directly carries the dataset namespace represen-
tation, encoded as [producer name, seq#]-pairs, in each multicast
Sync Interest. This state encoding approach was first proposed by
DSSN [54] to support asynchronous communications among IoT
devices. However different from DSSN, SVS treats Sync Interests as
notifications only as iSync does, without soliciting Sync reply. Each
participant sends Sync Interests under two conditions: i) event-
driven, to notify others about a recent change, and ii) periodic, to
mitigate potential losses of event-driven Sync Interests.

Fig. 1b shows two SVS participants P3 and P5 using event-driven
Sync Interests, 𝐼𝑃3 and 𝐼𝑃5 respectively, to notify the group of their
dataset updates due to a new data item by each. Since 𝐼𝑃3 and 𝐼𝑃5
carry different dataset state in their names, they are not merged
by R2, thus both will reach P1. Processing the state vectors carried
in both 𝐼𝑃3 and 𝐼𝑃5 will update P1’s local dataset namespace to the
latest state, demonstrating a solution to simultaneous publication.
The evaluation results in Fig. 6 show that data publishing rate has
no impact on SVS Sync latency, and adding packet losses only has
a small impact. Increasing publishing rate leads to more frequent
event-driven Sync Interests, compensating packet losses, making
the Sync latency drop. Our evaluations also confirm that all exam-
ined Sync protocols can reliably synchronize the dataset namespace
in all tested settings, with syncps as the only exception.

SVS’s design decision to carry the raw dataset namespace state
in each Sync Interest brings the advantage that each receiver 𝑅 of
a Sync Interest fully understands the carried dataset namespace,
independent from 𝑅’s own state or the number of previously missed
messages. However, allowing a received Interest to change one’s
state opens the door for abuses. SVS prevents such abuse by signing
all Sync Interests, as we discuss in §5.3.7. In addition, given Interest
packet size is limited by network MTU, Sync groups with a large
number of producers make it infeasible to carry the entire raw
dataset namespace in Sync Interests. We discuss SVS scalability
solutions in §6.2.

Two other Sync protocols, PLI-Sync [20] and ICT-Sync [2] were
developed in parallel with SVS. Both of them adopt the sequential

7Sync protocols using pulling do not need to secure their Sync Interests, because it is
the Sync replies (NDN Data packets), not Sync Interests, that change receivers state
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Figure 6: Sync latency of State Vector Sync (SVS).

data naming convention and use Sync Interests to carry state-vector
as notifications only, with each differs in its unique ways. PLI-
Sync’s unique feature is in taking advantage of sequential naming
to optimistically prefetch the next data item using long-lived Data
Interests, before being notified of the data item’s production.When a
participant successfully fetches a new data item, it informs the Sync
protocol of the new name, which triggers an event-driven Sync
Interest. This allows PLI-Sync to set a longer period for periodic
Sync Interests. ICT-Sync utilizes intermediate nodes deployed in
the network to aggregate Sync Interests from different participants
and carrying different state vectors, which can help reduce both
Sync latency and overhead. To minimize the state vector size, ICT-
Sync uses numeric producer IDs instead of semantic names, which
requires Sync entities to maintain a mapping between the numeric
IDs and actual producer names.

5 SYNC PROTOCOL DESIGN SPACE
The previous section described various Sync protocol designs. In
this section, we reflect on their design choices to gain a better
understanding of the design space. In §5.1 and §5.2, we summarize
the existing Sync protocols’ design choices with respect to the
basic design components identified in §3.2 and evaluate their pros
and cons. We review the security implications from certain design
choices in §5.3, and provide a summary of Sync protocol design
comparison in §5.4.

5.1 State Representation and Encoding
Because a major goal of Sync protocols is to reliably synchronize
the shared dataset namespace among participants in distributed
applications, the first design decision is how to represent the shared
dataset namespace. We have identified two design choices: (i) using
application data names and (ii) using sequential naming. For the
time being, we assume protocols may use either approach and defer
a discussion on the implications of sequential naming to §6.1.

The next design decision is how to encode shared namespace
state. Our examination shows four design choices for state encoding:
(i) digest-based, as used by ChronoSync; (ii) IBFs, as used by syncps
and PSync; (iii) combination of IBF and digest, as used by iSync;
and (iv) directly using the namespace representation, as used by
SVS.

With digest-based encoding, ChronoSync chooses sequential
data naming and computes a digest of all [producer, seq#] pairs,
and CCNx computes a digest over an application name-tree [46].
However, as we show in §4, a digest alone cannot directly identify
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Figure 7: Participants 𝑃5 and 𝑃6 satisfy the same Sync Inter-
est, leading to a state divergence.

namespace differences. iSync is the first to use IBFs for state encod-
ing. It computes the digest of IBF to be carried in Sync Interests, and
then uses the digest to retrieve the IBF. This addresses a digest’s in-
ability to identify changes in dataset state. However, because iSync
chooses application data names as the namespace representation,
iSync runs into IBF scalability issue as the total number of data
items grows over time. It mitigates this issue by using an IBF hier-
archy, which adds protocol complexity, synchronization overhead,
and Sync latency.

syncps also uses application data names. It circumvents the above
scalability problem by setting a time limit on how long data items
can be synchronized. Unfortunately doing so leads to unreliable
synchronization under adverse conditions (cf. Fig. 4). PSync elimi-
nates the scalability problem caused by the number of data items
by adopting sequential data naming, which reduces the number of
items encoded in IBFs from the total number of data items to the
number of producers in a Sync group.

One less-recognized issue with using IBF in Sync is that, when a
group member 𝑃 compares the IBF in a received Sync Interest 𝐼𝐼𝐵𝐹
with its local IBF to identify the state differences, since IBF encodes
numbers (not names directly), 𝑃 cannot directly infer what names
𝐼𝐼𝐵𝐹 ’s sender has but itself is missing. This information can only
be retrieved by 𝑃 ’s own Sync Interest, which requires more packet
exchanges. In contrast, by directly carrying the dataset namespace
in Sync Interests, SVS enables any receiver 𝑅 of Sync Interest 𝐼𝑆𝑉𝑆

to interpret the dataset state carried in 𝐼𝑆𝑉𝑆 , independent from
𝑅’s local state. The cost is 𝐼𝑆𝑉𝑆 ’s larger size compared to 𝐼𝐼𝐵𝐹 . We
discuss how to mitigate SVS scalability in §6.2.

5.2 State Change Notification
All the NDN Sync protocols, including those not described in this
paper, share two design features. First, their Sync Interests carry
an encoding of the dataset namespace. Second, every participant in
a Sync group multicasts its Sync Interests to the group. However, a
multicast Sync Interest has one of two semantics: (i) it pulls updates
from the group; or (ii) it notifies others about the sender’s dataset
state.

As an example, Fig. 7 illustrates how the pull semantic is handled
in a network. Let us assume that 4 nodes, namely 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃5, and
𝑃6, are participants of the same Sync group. When the group is in
a steady state, i.e. all participants have identical dataset state, the
multicast Sync Interests from different participants are aggregated
at routers, form 4 overlapping multicast Data delivery trees, with
each tree rooted at one Sync participant and stretching its branches
to all the others. The tree is maintained by persistent pending
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Figure 8: Sync latency across different protocols.

Sync Interests in the PIT of each router on the tree. We make the
following observations:
(1) Given the next data production time is unpredictable, to fetch

new data quickly, Sync Interests must stay in the PIT of each
router along the multicast tree, with the PIT entries being re-
freshed by periodic Sync Interests before they expire.

(2)When a participant 𝑃 produces new data 𝐷𝑃 , 𝑃 immediately
sends a Sync Reply as a response to the pending Sync Interest,
which is multicast-delivered to the group. However, if a Sync
Interest from any participant 𝑃1 is lost, 𝑃1 will not receive the
update about𝐷𝑃 ; if another member 𝑃2 receives the update, 𝑃2’s
next Sync Interest can inform 𝑃1 of the dataset state change but
not the information of 𝐷𝑃 if IBF encoding is used.

(3) A multicast Sync Interest 𝐼𝑚 pulls potential replies from all the
members in the group. When multiple recipients reply around
the same time, at most one reply can reach 𝐼𝑚 ’s sender. Different
participants likely receive different updates based on their dis-
tances to data sources, leading to dataset state divergence. The
example in Fig. 7 shows that 𝑃5 and 𝑃6 each send a reply to the
pending multicast Sync Interest. Routers 𝑅3 and 𝑅4 receive both
replies and drop the second one, thus 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 receive different
replies. Recovering from this divergence takes additional Sync
Interest-Reply exchanges.

On the other hand, using multicast Sync Interests for notify se-
mantics, as done by iSync and SVS, removes the above identified
issues. As one-way notifications, SVS Sync Interests can have short
lifetime since they do not pull replies, thus do not need to stay
pending at routers. If a Sync Interest 𝐼 with the latest dataset state
is delivered to all participants, the group is synchronized immedi-
ately; if 𝐼 fails to reach some participants, a future Sync Interest
can compensate for all the previous losses. We also note that Sync
protocols using IBF encoding cannot use Sync Interests for dataset
state notification: a participant 𝑃 can tell what data items the sender
of a Sync Interest has missed, but cannot tell what data items itself
is missing. Therefore, Sync protocols using IBF encoding must rely
on the pull semantic of Sync Interests, which leads to the above
identified issues.

Fig. 8 shows the Sync latency results of the evaluated proto-
cols. In the absence of packet losses, protocols using pull semantics
(ChronoSync, syncps, PSync) exhibit a low latency at low pub-
lishing rates (ChronoSync and PSync’s Sync latency include delay
jitter, lowering delay jitter lowers Sync latency proportionally).
With increased publishing rates, simultaneous publishing becomes
more frequent. For protocols with pull semantics, simultaneous
publications from multiple participants result in multiple replies
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Figure 9: Avg. number of packets received by NDN for-
warders including end nodes per published data item.

to the same Sync Interest, all these replies but one get dropped,
requiring follow-up Sync Interests to retrieve all the updates (cf.
Fig. 1a). Hence, the Sync latency increases with the publication rate
for those protocols, while it stays constant for SVS with the notify
semantics.

5.3 Securing Sync Interests
In NDN, when an Interest is used to retrieve a named piece of Data,
it does not cause a state change of the data producer. Sync Interests
in SVS notify the group members about latest dataset state, thus
they can change receivers’ dataset state. To prevent state changes
caused by malicious Sync Interests, SVS must authenticate its Sync
Interests.

SVS can sign Sync Interests using either the sender’s key or a se-
cret group key. While using symmetric group keys ensures identical
Sync Interests can be aggregated, this approach requires additional
mechanisms to maintain the shared group key. The current SVS
design uses senders’ keys to sign Sync Interests, preventing Inter-
est aggregation and thereby potentially increasing network traffic.
However, Fig. 9 compares network overhead across different Sync
protocols, and suggests that the SVS’s overhead stays on the lower
side. The low overhead of SVS can be attributed to its effective Sync
Interest suppression, as described in §4.38.

5.4 Sync Protocol Design Summary
Table-1 provides a concise summary of the Sync protocol design
choices and consequent impacts on the protocols’ reliability, scala-
bility, overhead, latency, and scalability we discussed in this section.
There are two additional impacts that are not shown here. First, the
sequential naming offers a Sync protocol the scalability in terms
of the number of data items and resiliency against packet losses,
but it may need to pay the cost of providing a means to map the
sequence number to actual data names. Second, all the Sync proto-
cols require network multicast routing support, and supporting a
very large number of multicast groups at a large scale has been a
well recognized open issue for decades. As mentioned in §8, both
issues are part of our future work.

8ChronoSync’s overhead drops below that of SVS at high publication rate, because
its delay jittering between 100-500msec damps Sync interest generation, while SVS
multicast an event-driven Sync interest for every new data publication.

6 DISCUSSIONS
In this section we briefly discuss a few remaining issues related to
Sync protocol design.

6.1 Data Naming
To achieve reliable namespace synchronization, the dataset state
encoded in Sync Interests must be able to reliably convey the dataset
state of their senders to the receivers over unreliable networks. This
requires a Sync protocol design to convert a collection of general
application data names into transport identifiers that are resilient
to losses. Among the three state encoding approaches, digest, IBF,
and direct use of the dataset namespace with sequential naming,
digest alone lacks adequate information to assist the namespace
synchronization, and using IBF to encode application data names
does not scale well. This leaves dataset namespace using sequential
naming as the most viable choice. However, applications in general
assign semantic, instead of sequential, names to data.

The above conflict reflects the different requirements in data
naming between applications and transport service. Unless/until
new solutions are discovered, our observation so far suggests that
it is essential for transport service to use sequential data naming to
meet the goals defined in §3.1. However, this design choice leads
to two new issues. First, a Sync protocol using sequential naming
must map its sequential naming to application data names. Second
and related, when a producer application passes down to Sync a
signed NDN data packet 𝐷 with its original name, Sync informs
a remote consumer of the new data item by its sequence number,
which it uses to request the data. This requires Sync to encapsulate
𝐷 with its sequential name and securely bind that name to the
content (𝐷). As an example, syncps performs this encapsulation,
albeit using IBF as the transport identifier, in the following way:
when a participant P1 receives a Sync interest 𝐼𝑃2 sent by P2, P1
encapsulate all the application data items that P2 misses in a single
reply 𝐷 . On receiving 𝐷 , P2 extracts the encapsulated application
Data items and passes them to the application process for standard
NDN Data verification. This works well under the assumption that
all group member want all the data at the same time, and all P2’s
missing data can fit into one Data packet; otherwise multiple rounds
of Interest-Data exchange will be needed to synchronize.

A newly developedmobile health data sharing application, mGuard,
provides the application data to transport mapping by a different
solution [12]. Mobile health data are typically a collection of large
amount of small data items. Instead of signing each data item,
mGuard supports data authenticity through the use of manifest:
collecting the names and hashes of multiple data items into a mani-
fest (also a Data packet) which can be transported through Sync
and then fetching/verifying the data items named in the manifest.

In summary, our analysis suggests that mapping application data
names to sequential naming for transport is a viable direction, and
more work is needed to address the name mapping and data encap-
sulation security designs. This problem was discussed in [42] and
an initial solution developed for a pub/sub overlay over SVS [30].

6.2 Scaling to Large Sync Groups
Assuming Sync protocols adopt the sequential naming convention,
we examine how well the dataset namespace encoding can scale
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Dataset
Namespace

Sync
Reliability

Dataset change
notification

Network
Overhead Sync Latency Protocol

Scalability

ChronoSync Sequential
naming

Guaranteed dataset
synchronization

Pulling by using
long-lived Interest

Periodic refresh to
maintain persistent
PIT entry per Sync
group

0.5 RTT in best
case, increase
with publication
& loss rate

No specific upper bound
with the number of data
items or producers

syncps Application
data naming

No guarantee on
dataset synchronization Same as above Same as above Same as above

Number of data items upper
bound by IBF size which
is limited by network MTU

PSync Sequential
naming

Guaranteed dataset
synchronization Same as ChronoSync Same as above Same as above

Number of producers upper
bound by IBF size which is
limited by network MTU

SVS Sequential
naming

Guaranteed dataset
synchronization

Using Sync Interest
as notification

No PIT entry cost;
Sync Interests with
low refresh period

0.5 RTT when no
packet loss, minimal
increase with losses

Number of producers upper
bound by network MTU,
mitigatable (see §6.2)

Table 1: Feature matrix of the evaluated Sync protocols.

with the group size since the encoded namespace is limited by
the size of Sync Interests. In general, an IBF with 𝑑 cells can store
𝑑/1.5 elements with a low decoding failure probability [13]. PSync
uses IBF encoding. It decodes the differences between two IBFs
instead of decoding each IBF directly, thus its IBF size is proportional
to the number of participants with new data items since the last
synchronization between a node pair. In case of high packet losses
or network partitions, the number of differences can be as large as
the number of producers. The size of Interest packet sets the upper
bound on the number of participants PSync can support in a highly
dynamic environment.

SVS carries the raw dataset namespace directly in Sync Interests,
thus for the same number of producers, its Sync Interest size can
be much bigger than that of PSync. However, communicating raw
dataset namespace offers SVS the freedom of putting as many, or
as few, [producer-name, seq#]-pairs in a Sync Interest. It can cover
the complete state vector by sending multiple Sync Interests, or
simply not sending the full list each time. This removes the upper
bound on the group size that SVS can support, turning the question
to how to choose the entries to put into next Sync Interest. Initial
exploration of this approach is reported in [41] with promising
results. To provide quick “bootstrapping” support for new members
with the complete dataset namespace, a latecomer may pick one
participant 𝑃 listed in the first Sync Interest it receives and fetch
the complete list from 𝑃 .

6.3 Sync Interest Multicast
Deering’s seminal paper on IP multicast [10] points out two pri-
mary usages of multicast: (i) When an application sends the same
information to multiple destinations, multicast is more efficient
than unicast; and (ii) when an application needs to locate/query, or
send information to multiple hosts whose addresses are unknown
or changeable, where multicast can serve as a simple, robust al-
ternative to configuration files, name servers, or other binding
mechanisms. NDN has usage (i) designed in natively. For (ii), NDN
can locate information via network routing/forwarding: network
routing announcements inform routers where to locate requested
data; in case of a small-scale NDN network without running a rout-
ing protocol, data can be located via self-learning [48]. For sending

information to multiple entities without identifying their locations,
that is the exact function Sync Interest multicast achieves, sending
the group state updates to all members in a simple, robust way.
That is why all Sync protocol designs multicast Sync Interests as
described in §5.2.

One perceived hurdle in rolling out IP multicast is the concern
regarding its scalability, a similar concern might arise for Sync
Interest multicast, hence challenging the viability of NDN Sync
protocols in general. We plan to address this issue in future work.

6.4 Use of the NDN Protocol
At first sight, SVS’s use of NDN may seem not following the basic
NDN protocol [22]. We discuss two SVS design choices that may
have led to this concern.
Sync Interests without soliciting replies: NDN’s communica-
tion model is retrieving named content chunks using Interest-Data
exchange. SVS uses the name of Sync Interest to carry information
for synchronization without soliciting Data replies. This design
decision is based on the lesson learned from those Sync protocols,
such as PSync, that solicit replies: when participants have differ-
ent dataset states, they send replies to the same multicast Interest
with different state updates, as visualized in Fig. 1a, and all but
one of these replies get dropped due to NDN’s one Interest for one
Data packet principle, resulting in prolonged synchronization delay.
Thus, we conclude that not soliciting Sync Interest reply is a better
design choice. One may be concerned about using Interest flooding
as DDoS attacks, which is a general threat to NDN, not specific to
SVS’s design.
Signed Sync Interests: In general, an Interest packet requests a
named content chunk and does not disclose its sender’s identity.
Some use-cases, e.g., the NFD forwarder configuration [34] requires
Interest sender authentication, and the Signed Interest format [35]
is introduced to meet this requirement, which is used in the SVS
design. We note that using Interest signatures does not necessarily
disclose the signer’s identity. For example, in [36], the signature’s
key locator field identifies the signing key by the key’s finger-
print [16], which enables signature verification for those entities
that already know the signers key and does not reveal the signer’s
identity.
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6.5 ALF, NDN Sync, and Message Queues
The concept of Application-Level Framing (ALF) [7] lets applica-
tions define semantically meaningful Application Data Units (ADU).
These self-contained ADUs may get fragmented for delivery over
the network by lower protocol layers, which need to be reassembled
back to be processed by applications. Both NDN Sync protocols and
TCP/IP-based message queuing frameworks operate based on the
concept of ADU, however the two differ in fundamental ways. NDN
Sync synchronizes a dataset’s state among distributed applications,
with the dataset state identifies individual ADUs. Thereby, NDN
Sync is taking the role of signaling the existence of ADUs, and NDN
network layer retrieves ADUs with the benefit of multicast delivery
and in-network caching.

In contrast, TCP/IP-based message queuing frameworks, such as
MQTT, ZeroMQ, RabbitMQ, or Kafka [19, 32, 33, 52], are built on
top of TCP/IP and work at application layer. Thus they suffer from
IP’s inefficient point-to-point packet delivery, lack a systematic
security solution, and need additional infrastructure deployment,
such as MQTT’s broker nodes, to support distributed applications.

7 RELATED WORK
File and Folder Synchronization: This area of research has a
long history. The rsync algorithm [51] synchronizes files and fold-
ers between two nodes. Setting up a central “cloud” server extends
file sharing to multiple participants [11, 17, 39, 50]. Peer-to-peer pro-
tocols [8, 23] move file sharing towards decentralization by creating
application layer overlays. All the above mentioned systems syn-
chronize files via pairwise host-to-host communication; multicast
dissemination, if used at all, is implemented at the application layer.
NDN Sync moves the synchronization process among multiple par-
ties down to the transport layer and increases efficiency by fully
utilizing NDN’s built-in multicast data delivery and in-network
caching, and simplifies security protection.
Distributed Consensus Protocols: One of the most well-known
consensus algorithms is Paxos [24] which performs a two-phase
commit process among participants. A centralized controller can
orchestrate all participants to allow everyone to propose, accept,
and learn accepted values. In the absence of a controller, Paxos
participants communicate with each other to reaching consensus.
This process requires reliable 𝑛 × 𝑛 TCP connections; a costly so-
lution. We note that many extensions of vanilla Paxos have been
implemented and deployed in the wild. However, the fundamental
issue is that the application layer’s focus on data cannot be effec-
tively mapped to the network layer service of connecting nodes.
Further, while implementations such as Multi-Ring Paxos [26] can
leverage IP multicast [9], achieving multicast in today’s Internet is
an inherently challenging exercise.
ReliableMulticast: The concept of IPmulticast [9] was introduced
around the same time as Stonebraker predicted the need for dis-
tributed DB systems [40]. Different from the latter, however, issues
such as congestion control and reliable delivery hampered wide de-
ployment of multicast [44]. Many reliable multicast solutions [38],
including SRM [14], are based on the concept of Application Level
Framing (ALF) [7], which suggests that network transport should
preserve self-contained Application Data Units (ADUs) that are suit-
able for cross-layer processing. However, there is a fundamental

mismatch between ADUs and multicast groups: the former focuses
on data items, while the latter on groups of nodes. As a result, data
is multicast to a predefined group of nodes, and this constraint
makes it difficult to achieve efficient data dissemination to a group
of nodes with different resource constraints. This mismatch also
makes efficient loss recovery difficult: reliable multicast desires
re-transmissions of specific ADUs by nearby members [25], while
routers have no concept of ADUs and deliver all packets to the
whole group.

The ALF concept and receiver-driven multicast ADU delivery
provide two basic ingredients in the NDN design: NDN data packets
represent ADUs identified by application-level names, and NDN
lets consumers fetch desired data items. Doing so removes the
aforementioned mismatch between network and upper layers. Sync
allows organizing data transport according to application needs,
which renders Sync as a framework for efficient data dissemination
solutions. Moreover, this leads to the potential of using Sync to
address other distributed system synchronization problems, such
as those faced by distributed databases and Paxos.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This paper identifies a number of shared design patterns in the NDN
Sync protocol designs and examines their impact on the latency,
reliability, overhead, and security in dataset namespace synchro-
nization. In particular, we notice the adoption of sequential data
naming convention and its impact on a Sync protocol’s scalability,
the use of IBF encoding and its impact on dataset state synchro-
nization, and the use of multicast Sync Interests to either pull or
notify the group about dataset state changes, and the associated
impact on protocol performance.

The Sync protocol development is still in its early stage. More
investments are needed, at least to address two identified issues that
we have mentioned earlier. One is Sync’s use of sequential naming
for application data, which results in data packet encapsulation,
which in turn requires its own authentication. An initial solution
in our recent work [30] needs further examination to see whether
better solutions can be found. The other issue is two scalability
concerns raised by Sync protocol designs, scaling with the number
of producers in a Sync group, and scaling with the number of Sync
groups. To scale better with the number of producers in a Sync
group, one can let each SVS Sync interest carry a partial state
vector, and a preliminary evaluation has shown promising results
in this direction [41]. Scaling with the number of Sync groups is the
same problem as scaling with the number of IP multicast groups
in global deployment. One potential approach is to build a global
overlay among regional Sync aggregators to propagate multicast
Sync Interests, an idea suggested in [58]. We plan to further explore
the solution space of the above problems.

Our examination of Sync protocol design underscores the impor-
tant role awell-designed Sync protocol can play in future distributed
applications over NDN. By summarizing the lessons learned and
identifying the remaining issues, we hope that this work provides
a cornerstone for future Sync protocol development efforts.

To foster reproducibility in research, source code used in this
work is available under open-source licensing at [1].
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